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Abstract. We consider a minimizing sequence for the conformal energy in a given homotopy
class of maps between two compact Riemannian manifolds M and N. In general this sequence
will fail to be (strongly) convergent in the natural Sobolev class, but will have a weak limit
which is not a priori in the original homotopy class. We prove a topological decomposition
theorem: the homotopy class of the original map is given as the composition (in an appropriate
sense) of the homotopy class of the weak limit with a finite number of free homotopy classes
of maps from the sphere (with dimension that of the manifold M) into N. The method of
proof shows that the weak limit is a minimizer in its homotopy class, and also shows that the
homotopy classes of maps from the sphere occurring in the decomposition can be represented
by minimizers in their respective classes.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 49J45, 58E20.
1 Introduction
Given two Riemannian manifolds M and N it is of interest to consider various
Sobolev classes of maps from M to N. In particular in the case that N is (iso-
metrically) embedded in some Euclidian space RL we can define the Sobolev space
W 1; sðM;NÞ by
W 1; sðM;NÞ ¼ fu AW 1; sðM;RLÞ : uðxÞ A N for a:e: x AMg:
Associated to this space is the energy functional
EsðuÞ ¼
ð
M
jDujs dvolM :
A number questions arise when one considers critical points of Es, the so-called
s-harmonic maps from M to N. For example, questions as to the existence of s-
harmonic maps—and in particular minimizers of Es—under various constraints
(e.g. boundary conditions, topological restrictions), questions of higher regularity for
weak s-harmonic maps, and a precise study of certain minimizing sequences are of
interest. A situation which often occurs is that one is quite easily able to establish the
existence of a weak limit for (a subsequence of ) a given minimizing sequence—or
possibly even for an arbitrary bounded sequence—subject to the given constraint, but
it is not at all clear whether this limit is also a strong limit. Indeed this can fail to be
the case, and then one is interested in some kind of measure of the ‘‘defect’’, i.e. a
description of the loss of energy and/or the change in topology which occurs in the
passage to the weak limit, the so-called ‘‘bubbling-o¤ ’’. This situation can be con-
sidered as a geometric example of the phenomenon of concentrated compactness, as
first formulated by Lions in [12], although the terminology and the first important
results in the two-dimensional case were given by Sacks and Uhlenbeck in [14].
Of particular interest are the cases s ¼ 2 and s ¼ n, the dimension of M. The case
s ¼ 2 is the case of harmonic maps, which has been an active area of research for a
number of decades; the case s ¼ n, in which the energy is conformally invariant, has
attracted increased interest in recent years. In the case s ¼ 2 we mention in particular
the papers [13], [10] and [15]. Parker’s paper [13] was the first to present a ‘‘bubble
tree analysis’’, in this case for an equibounded sequence of harmonic maps from a
2-dimensional manifold; his results basically show that such a sequence can be asso-
ciated to a limiting configuation, a ‘‘bubble tree’’, consisting of a harmonic map
f0 : M ! N and a tree of bubbles fk : S2 ! N. The paper of Kuwert, [10], contains a
number of results in the case that n ¼ s ¼ 2; in particular the author obtains a precise
description of the possible loss of compactness in minimizing sequences. Qing’s paper
[15] is concerned with an analysis of the bubbling-o¤ occurring in the harmonic map
heat flow. In the case s ¼ n we mention in particular the paper [4], which we discuss
in more detail below.
The case of general s has also been considered by a number of authors, both for
the homotopy problem given above, and for the Dirichlet problem (i.e. the problem
of minimizing Es among maps having prescribed boundary data). In particular
such problems arise naturally when considering the definition of the Sobolev space
W 1; sðM;NÞ. In the case that N is replaced by RK the standard definitions of a
Sobolev space—the set of functions in Ls with distributional derivatives in Ls, the
completion of the set of smooth functions under the norm k  kLs þ kD  kLs or
the completion of the set of Lipschitz continuous functions under this norm—yield
the same space; this is in general not the case when N is a manifold. We mention
here the papers [1], [16], [17] and [11], and note in particular that our main result
extends the topological result contained in Lin’s paper ([11, Theorem 1 00]), in that we
provide a more detailed description of the defect measure n given in that theorem.
In the situations described above, a first step usually consists of establishing an
appropriate e0-regularity result, which roughly says that if a suitable rescaling of
the energy is su‰cently small on all su‰ciently small neighbourhoods of a given
point in M for all maps in a weakly convergent subsequence of the minimizing
sequence, then the convergence is locally strong in a neighbourhood of the given
point. Here ‘‘su‰ciently small’’ can depend not only on the geometry of M, but also
on topological considerations. In general such a lemma yields an upper bound on the
Hausdor¤-dimension of the concentration set, i.e. the set of points for which the
minimizing sequence fails to converge strongly in any neighbourhood of the point.
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In the conformal case this yields that the concentration set is discrete in M (cf.
Corollary 4.3).
In general this weakly convergent subsequence will fail to be strongly convergent in
the natural Sobolev class; further the weak limit is not a priori in the original homo-
topy class. We prove a topological decomposition theorem: the homotopy class of the
original map is given as the composition (in an appropriate sense) of the homotopy
class of the weak limit with a finite number of free homotopy classes of maps from
the sphere (with dimension that of the manifold M) into N.
As noted above, our setting is very similar to that of the paper of Duzaar and
Kuwert, [4]; the di¤erence is that they consider maps from the particular mani-
fold Sn into a compact subset of RL which satisfies a certain, mild neighbourhood-
retraction property. In particular the general approach of the current paper is quite
similar to theirs, and a number of our lemmas and definitions have analogues in their
setting. In one aspect their paper is more technically di‰cult, in that the fact that they
consider more general targets necessitates a number of delicate topological distinc-
tions which do not occur when the target is a manifold; on the other hand such a
target lends itself to much more straightforward geometrical constructions (e.g. con-
vex interpolation) than are possible in our setting. Furthermore the fact that we have
a priori no information on symmetries of our domain manifoldM means that a num-
ber of techniques exploiting the conformal group of M ¼ Sn cannot be used.
The remainder of the paper is organized as described below. In the next section we
discuss the notation and nomenclature used throughout the paper. In particular we
formulate the notion of a topological decomposition of a homotopy class in Defini-
tion 2.1: this enables us to formulate the main theorem of the paper, Theorem 2.2.
Section 3 is concerned with defining and obtaining estimates for the geodesic con-
structions which shall be used throughout the remainder of the paper. The next sec-
tion, Section 4 contains further topological and analytical results, and in particular
our e0-regularity result, Lemma 4.2: as indicated above, this enables us in particular
to conclude that there are at most a finite number of concentration points, see Cor-
ollary 4.3. In Section 5 we establish a lower semicontinuity result for a sequence of
maps in a given homotopy class, Lemma 5.1. Section 6 gives the final preliminary
result, Lemma 6.1, which can be viewed as a complement to the lower semicontinuity
result. We conclude the paper with Section 7, in which the proof of Theorem 2.2 is
completed.
Acknowledgment. The authors wish to thank Frank Duzaar for a number of helpful
discussions.
2 Nomenclature and statement of the result
In this section we explain the notation used throughout the paper. We discuss the
setting in some detail, and in particular recall the definitions of various homotopy
classes of mappings between Riemannin manifolds. This allows us to introduce the
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notion of a decomposition of a homotopy class as Definition 2.1, and hence to for-
mulate our main result, Theorem 2.2.
Throughout the paper we will consider fixed smooth Riemannian manifolds M
and N of dimension n and K respectively. We assume that both M and N are com-
pact and connected; in particular we assume that N is isometrically embedded in
some Euclidian space RL. Further we fix kb 0 such that the sectional curvature of
both manifolds lies in ½k; k.
The conformal energy of u AW 1;nðM;NÞ will be denoted by EðuÞ, i.e.
EðuÞ ¼
ð
M
jDujn dvolM :
For a domain AHM and u AW 1;nðA;NÞ we set
Eðu;AÞ ¼
ð
A
jDujn dvolM :
For maps from the n-dimensional unit sphere Sn to N we will also denote the con-
formal energy by E. We denote the distance functions on M and N by dM respec-
tively dN . Points in M are denoted by x; x0; y; . . . ; those in N by p; p0; q; . . . : We
denote (open) geodesic balls by BrðÞ: for example Brðx0Þ ¼ fx AM : dMðx; x0Þ < rg.
We will use the same notation for balls in the tangent spaces Tx0M and Tp0N, where
no confusion is likely to arise. Further we will use the notation u; v; . . . for maps from
M to N, and ~u; ~v; . . . for maps from some Tx0M to N. Similarly expx0 will denote the
exponential map Tx0M ! M, expp will denote the exponential map TpN ! N, the
domain and range being clear from the base point. We will denote by an the volume
of the n-dimensional unit ball Bn, i.e. an ¼LNðBnÞ. For a measure m, a measurable
set X with 0 < mðX Þ <y and a m-measurable function f we abbreviate 1
mðXÞ
Ð
X
f dm
by
Ð
X
f dm. By definition, the injectivity radius iðMÞ of M is the largest radius r > 0
such that for any x0 in M the exponential map expx0 : Tx0MIBrð0Þ ! M is an
embedding. Of course, the compactness of M implies iðMÞ > 0 (see e.g. [2, Prop. 5.4
and Def. 5.5]).
For given base points x0 in M and p A N we denote by
u : ðM; x0Þ ! ðN; pÞ
a continuous map u : M ! N with uðx0Þ ¼ p, and ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ will denote the
set of homotopy classes of (continuous) mappings u : ðM; x0Þ ! ðN; pÞ. Further let
½M;N denote the set of free homotopy classes of mappings from M to N. In the
remainder of the paper, the free homotopy class of u : M ! N will be denoted by ½u,
and the homotopy classes with base points for a mapping v : ðM; x0Þ ! ðN; pÞ will
be abbreviated by 7u8. In this context we have the ‘‘forget-the-base-point’’ map
F : ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ ! ½M;N
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which assigns homotopy classes with base points to the correspondending free homo-
topy classes.
For the standard unit ball Bn in Rn with boundary qBn and a base point p in N
let
V : ðBn; qBnÞ ! ðN; pÞ
be a map from Bn to N with V j qBn1 p. The n-th homotopy group pnðN; pÞ is
the group of homotopy classes of continuous mappings V : ðBn; qBnÞ ! ðN; pÞ. Of
course, since N is connected we have pnðNÞ ¼ ½Sn;NG pnðN; pÞG pnðN; qÞ for any
p and q in N, and hence there exists an isomorphism
I : pnðN; pÞ ! pnðNÞ:
Analogously to above, the free homotopy class of V : Sn ! N will be denoted by
s ¼ ½V  A pnðNÞ, and the homotopy class of V : ðBn; qBnÞ ! ðN; pÞ with base point
will be denoted by ~s ¼ 7V 8 A pnðN; pÞ.
Given points x0 AM, p A N we wish to define an operation of the group pnðN; pÞ
on the set ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ. For this purpose consider ra iðMÞ, V : ðBn; qBnÞ !
ðN; pÞ and u : ðM; x0Þ ! ðN; pÞ. We will identity Bn with the standard ball of radius
one in Tx0M. Given a ball Br1ðx1ÞHBr=2ð0Þnf0g, we define a map ~w : Tx0MI
Brð0Þ ! N via
~wðyÞ ¼
u  expx0 2ðjyj  r=2Þ
y
jyj
 
: r=2a jyj < r
p : y A Br=2ð0ÞnBr1ðx1Þ
V
yx1
r1
 
: y A Br1ðx1Þ:
8><
>>:
Then ~w is well defined and continuous; hence the map w defined by
wðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ : d
Mðx; x0Þb r
~w  exp1x0 : dMðx; x0Þ < r
(
is a well-defined and continuous map from ðM; x0Þ to ðN; pÞ. Note in particular that
the homotopy type of ~w, and hence that of w, is independent of the choice of the ball
Br1ðx1Þ.
Now, given ~s A pnðN; pÞ and ~a A ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ let V : ðBn; qBnÞ ! ðN; pÞ and
u : ðM; x0Þ ! ðN; pÞ be representatives in the corresponding homotopy classes with
~s ¼ 7V 8 and ~a ¼ 7u8. Then we have an operation ?: pnðN; pÞ  ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ !
½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ given by
~s ? ~a ¼ 7w8:
Moreover, from the construction of w it is clear that there holds
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ð~s1 þ ~s2Þ ? ~a ¼ ~s1 ? ð~s2 ? ~aÞ
for any s1; s2 A pnðNÞ and ~a A ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ.
This leads us to the definition of a decomposition of a free homotopy class, the
central definition of this paper.
Definition 2.1. Consider free homotopy classes a; a0 A ½M;N and s1; . . . ; s l A pnðNÞ.
Then fa0; s1; . . . ; s lg is said to be a decomposition of the class a if there exist homo-
topy classes with base points ~a0 A ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ and ~s1; . . . ; ~s l A pnðN; pÞ, with
Fð~a0Þ ¼ a0 and Ið~s iÞ ¼ s i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; l
such that
Fðð~s1 þ    þ ~s lÞ ? ~a0Þ ¼ a:
A straightforward geodesic construction enables one to check that the decomposition
is independent of the choice of base points x0 and p, and hence is well defined.
Having given this definition we are now in a position to formulate our main result.
For a given homotopy class b (either free or with base point) we denote infv A b EðvÞ
by EðbÞ.
Theorem 2.2. Let M and N be compact, smooth Riemannian manifolds of dimension n
and K respectively. Let a be a given homotopy class of maps from M to N, and consider
fukg to be a minimizing sequence for the conformal energy E in a which is weakly con-
vergent to a map u0 AW 1;nðM;NÞ. Then there exist a finite number of maps fV igLi¼1
with each fV ig AW 1;nðSn;NÞ such that f½u0; ½V 1; . . . ; ½VLg is a decomposition of a,
and such that there holds
EðaÞ ¼ Eð½u0Þ þ
PL
i¼1
Eð½V iÞ ¼ Eðu0Þ þ
PL
i¼1
EðV iÞ:ð2-1Þ
3 Comparison arguments
Our proof requires a number of interpolation arguments, which in turn rely upon
various geodesic contructions. In order to describe the constructions we summarize
some well-known facts about the exponential map exp : TM ! M.
Consider u; v A Tx0M with juj A ð0; p=
ffiffiffi
k
p Þ, the norm here being the norm induced
by the metric on M. The derivative D expx0 of the exponential map expx0 : Tx0M !
M evaluated at u A Tx0M satisfies:
sinð ffiffiffikp jujÞffiffiffi
k
p juj jvja jD expx0ðuÞvja
sinhð ffiffiffikp jujÞffiffiffi
k
p juj jvj;ð3-1Þ
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see e.g. [9, Corollary 4.2.3, Corollary 4.6.1]. Since jexp1x0 ðxÞj ¼ dMðx; x0Þ for any
x AM with dMðx; x0Þa iðMÞ we conclude from (3-1) for any v A Tx0M:
ffiffiffi
k
p
dMðx; x0Þ
sinhð ffiffiffikp dMðx; x0ÞÞ jvja jD exp1x0 ðxÞvja
ffiffiffi
k
p
dMðx; x0Þ
sinð ffiffiffikp dMðx; x0ÞÞ jvj:ð3-2Þ
From the area formula we have for r < iðMÞ, f : MIBrðx0Þ ! ½0;y:
ð
Brðx0Þ
f dvolM ¼
ð r
0
ð
S n1
f  expx0ðroÞ J expx0ðroÞrn1 dHn1ðoÞ dr
where, by [7, Remark (i) 3.100], the Jacobian determinant J expx0ðroÞ has the
asymptotic expansion
J expx0ðroÞ ¼ 1
1
6
r2 Ricx0ðo;oÞ þ oðr2Þ:
Thus we have the existence of a constant
r0 ¼ r0ðMÞ < minf1; p=ð2
ffiffiffi
k
p Þ; iðMÞgð3-3Þ
such that for any r A ð0; r0Þ there holds
1
2
ð
Brð0Þ
f  expx0 dLna
ð
Brðx0Þ
f dvolMa 2
ð
Brð0Þ
f  expx0 dLn;ð3-4Þ
and further, for u AW 1;nðM;NÞ in view of (3-2),
ð3-5Þ
1
2
ð
Brð0Þ
jDðu  expx0Þjn dLna
ð
Brðx0Þ
jDujn dvolMa 2
ð
Brð0Þ
jDðu  expx0Þjn dLn
for any ra r0 and x0 AM.
Having established the necessary terminology, we can now establish bounds on
partial derivatives occuring in geodesic constructions which will be used throughout
this paper.
Lemma 3.1. Consider C;F in W 1;nðSn1;NÞ with dNðCðoÞ;FðoÞÞ < minðiðNÞ;
p=
ffiffiffi
k
p Þ for any o A Sn1. Assume further that j : ½r;R ! ½0; 1 is of class C1 with
jðrÞ ¼ 0, jðRÞ ¼ 1 and let w : BRð0ÞnBrð0Þ ! N be the map defined by pointwise geo-
desic interpolation between CðoÞ and FðoÞ, i.e.
wðroÞ ¼ expCðoÞðjðrÞ exp1CðoÞðFðoÞÞÞ:ð3-6Þ
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Then there holds:
(i) qw
qr
  ¼ jj 0jdNðF;CÞ; and
(ii) jDtanwja sinhð
ffiffi
k
p
d N ðC;FÞÞ
sinð ffiffikp d N ðC;FÞÞ ðjDtanFj þ jDtanCjÞ.
Proof. Since exp is an isometry in the radial direction we have
qw
qr

 ¼ jD expC  ðjðexp1C FÞÞj 0ðexp1C FÞj ¼ jj 0jdNðF;CÞ;
which establishes (i).
To prove (ii) we first note that we have w ¼ expF  ðð1 jÞðexp1F CÞÞ. Keeping
this in mind and using also the estimates (3-1) and (3-2) we calculate
jDtanwj ¼ jjD expC  ðjðexp1C FÞÞD exp1C FDtanF
þ ð1 jÞD expF  ðð1 jÞðexp1F CÞÞD exp1F CDtanCj
a
sinhð ffiffiffikp dNðC;FÞÞ
sinð ffiffiffikp dNðC;FÞÞ ðjDtanFj þ jDtanCjÞ: r
The next lemma is a version of the Courant-Lebesgue lemma adapted to our pur-
poses; cf. [4, Sect. 3, Lemma 2].
Lemma 3.2. Let u AW 1;nðM;NÞ and ra r0 where r0 is the constant from (3-3). Then
for any x0 AM there exists a set IH ðr2; rÞ of positive L1-measure such that for any
~r A I the map from Sn1 to N given by o 7! ~uð~roÞ with ~uð~roÞ ¼ u  expx0ð~roÞ satisfiesð
S n1
jDtan~uð~roÞjn doa 2
logð1=rÞ
ð
Brðx0Þ
jDujn dvolM :
Proof. Let ~u ¼ u  expx0 . From (3-5) we conclude:
Ð
Brð0Þ jD~uj
n
dLna 2E, where
here E denotes Eðu;Brðx0ÞÞ. We define A ¼ fr A ðr2; rÞ :
Ð
S n1 jDtan~uðroÞjn do > 2E=
logð1=rÞg, with L1ðAÞ A ½0; r r2. We now have
2Eb
ð r
0
ð
S n1
q~u
qr
ðroÞ


2
þ 1
r2
jDtan~uðroÞj2
 !n=2
rn1 do dr
b
ð r
r2
1
r
ð
S n1
jDtan~uðroÞjn do dr > 2E
logð1=rÞ
ð
A
1
r
dr
b
2E
logð1=rÞ
ð r
rL1ðAÞ
1
r
dr ¼ 2E
logð1=rÞ log
r
rL1ðAÞ
 
;
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which implies L1ðAÞ < r r2. The desired estimate thus holds on the set
I ¼ ðr2; rÞnA. r
We also need a version of Morrey’s inequality. Once again the statement and proof
are relatively standard, but for completeness we include them here.
Lemma 3.3. Let p > n 1 and v AW 1;pðSn1;NÞ. Then there exists a constant CM ¼
CMðn; p;NÞ such that, replacing v by the continuous representative in its Sobolev class
there holds:
d Nðvðo1Þ; vðo2ÞÞaCM
 Ð
S n1
jDtanvðoÞjp do
1=p
for any o1;o2 A Sn1.
Proof. Let oS be the south pole of S
n1 and define ~voS ¼ v  expoS : ToSM !
NHRL. Then [5, Theorem 3, Section 4.5] yields the existence of a constant c0ðn; pÞ
such that, for ~o1; ~o2 A B3p=4ð0ÞHToSM and o1;o2 given by o1 ¼ expoS ~o1, o2 ¼
expoS ~o2 there holds:
jvðo1Þ  vðo2Þj ¼ j~voS ð ~o1Þ  ~voS ð ~o2Þja c0
 Ð
B3p=4ð0Þ
jDtan~voS jp dLn1
1=p
:
Since jðD expoS Þ1j is bounded on B3p=4ðoSÞ and given that N is compact and iso-
metrically embedded in RL, there exists a constant c1 ¼ c1ðNÞ such that dNðp; qÞa
c1jp qj for any p; q A NHRL, we can find a constant c2 ¼ c2ðn; p;NÞ such that
dNðvðo1Þ; vðo2ÞÞa c2
 Ð
S n1
jDtanvjp do
1=p
for any o1;o2 A B3p=4ðoSÞ. Of course, the same estimate holds for points o1;o2 in a
ball of radius 3p=4 around the north pole oN in S
n1. Now, if o1 A B3p=4ðoSÞ and
o2 A B3p=4ðoNÞ we can find a point o3 A B3p=4ðoSÞXB3p=4ðoNÞ, and we obtain the
desired estimate with CM ¼ 2c2. r
For later use we also record here:
Lemma 3.4. Let u; v be two maps W 1;pðM;NÞ. Then the function dNðu; vÞ : M ! R
lies in W 1;pðMÞ and there exists a constant LipN depending only on (the isometric
embedding of) N in RL such that
jDdNðu; vÞjaLipNðjDuj þ jDvjÞ:
Proof. The Riemannian distance function dN : N N ! R is Lipschitz continuous
and has a Lipschitz constant bounded by LipN ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
c1 (with c1 as in the proof of
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Lemma 3.3). By Kirszbraun’s theorem ([6, 2.10.43]) we can extend dN to a Lipschitz
function from RL RL into R—which we will also denote by dN—and we obtain
the asserted estimate for jDdNðu; vÞj. r
We close this section with a remark on mean values. Let v A LnðSn1;NÞ. A point
pv A N is said to be an n-mean value of u if it minimizes the Ln-distance from v to the
constant maps from Sn1 ! N, i.e. pv is a minimum of
N C p 7!
ð
S n1
dNðv; pÞn do:ð3-7Þ
Although the compactness of N guarantees the existence of a minimum, in general n-
mean values pv are not uniquely determined. However, if v AW 1;nðSn1;NÞ is a map
with small n-energy, pv is uniquely determined and lies in a geodesically small ball
around vðo1Þ for any o1 A Sn1 (replacing v by the continuous representative in its
W 1;n-class). To see this, we note that Lemma 3.3 yields:
ð3-8Þ dNðvðo1Þ; pvÞa 2
 Ð
S n1
dNðvðo1Þ; vðoÞÞn do
1=n
a 2CM
 Ð
S n1
jDtanvðoÞjn do
1=n
:
Thus if
Ð
S n1 jDtanvðoÞjn do is su‰ciently small then the result follows.
4 Preliminary results
In this section we assemble and formulate some preliminary topological and analyti-
cal results, including our e0-regularity result. We begin by giving a topological lemma
which follows from results of White, see [16].
Lemma 4.1. The quantity
e0 ¼ e0ðSn;NÞ ¼ inffEðbÞ j b A pnðNÞ; b0 0g
is strictly positive.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that the origin in RL is in N. We recall
(for the application of the results from [16]) that two maps f and g in C0ðSn;NÞ
are k-homotopic if their restrictions to the k-dimensional skeleton of Sn are homo-
topic; in particular, in the current situation, n-homotopy is simply homotopy. Con-
sider b A pnðNÞ, b0 0, and let fukg be a minimizing sequence for E in b. Each uk can
be approximated (strongly in W 1;n) by a sequence fuikg of maps in LipðSn;NÞ, and
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without loss of generality we can assume that each of the uik’s is in b. (The sequence
fuikg is in particular a Cauchy sequence in W 1;n, and we have from [16, Theorem 2]
with f1 ¼ uik, f2 ¼ u jk for i and j su‰ciently large and g1 0 that uik and u jk are n-
homotopic, i.e. homotopic.) By a diagonalization argument we can thus assume that
each of the uk’s is in LipðSn;NÞ. From [16, Theorem 2] applied with f1 ¼ uk for k
su‰ciently large, f21 0 and g1 0 we can thus draw the desired conclusion. r
The next result is our e0-regularity lemma. A map v AW 1;nðM;NÞ is called a local
energy minimizer on a subset U of M when there holds
Eðv;UÞaEðj;UÞ for all j AW 1;nðM;NÞ with suppðj vÞHHU :
Lemma 4.2. Let fukg be a minimizing sequence as considered in Theorem 2.2, which
converges weakly in W 1;nðM;NÞ to a map u0. Consider a point x0 AM for which there
exists a radius s < r0 such that there holds:
lim sup
k!y
Eðuk;Bsðx0ÞÞ < 1
4
e0:
Here e0 is as given in Lemma 4.1, r0 as given in (3-3). Then there holds:
1. uk ! u0 strongly in W 1;nðBr1ðx0Þ;NÞ for all r1, 0 < r1 < s;
2. u0 is locally energy minimizing on Bsðx0Þ.
Proof. We define the maps f~ukg and ~u0 from Tx0M to N by ~uk ¼ uk  expx0 , ~u0 ¼
u0  expx0 . From the weak convergence of uk ! u0 in W 1;nðM;NÞ, and in particular
in W 1;nðBr1ðx0Þ;NÞ, we conclude the weak convergence of ~uk to ~u0. From (3-5) there
holds:
ð
Br1 ð0Þ
jD~u0jn dLna lim inf
k!y
ð
Br1 ð0Þ
jD~ukjn dLna lim sup
k!y
ð
Br1 ð0Þ
jD~ukjn dLn < 1
2
e0:
From Lemma 3.4 we recall that we can extend dN to a Lipschitz function (also
denoted by dN ) on RL RL, with a Lipschitz constant LipN depending only on
(the embedding of ) N. We now choose a test function j AW 1;nðM;NÞ such that
dNðu0; jÞ AW 1;n0 ðBr1ðx0ÞÞ and
Ð
Br1 ðx0Þ
jDjjn dvolM < 14 e0. Arguing as above we have,
for the map ~j given by ~j ¼ j  expx0 , that dNð~u0; ~jÞ AW 1;n0 ðBr1ð0ÞÞ, that there holds:Ð
Br1 ð0Þ
jD~jjn dLn < 12 e0. We then observe
1
2
e0 >
ð
Br1 ð0Þ
jD~u0jn dLnb r1
2
 n1ð r1
r1=2
ð
S n1
jD~u0ðroÞjn do dr;
meaning that
Ð
S n1 jD~u0ðroÞjn do is finite for almost every r A ½r1=2; r1.
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From the above we certainly have
1
2
e0 > lim inf
k!y
ð
Br1 ð0Þ
jD~ukjn dLn:
Arguing similarly with ~uk replacing ~u
0, and then applying Fatou’s lemma, we deduce
that lim infk!y
Ð
S n1 jD~ukðr Þjn do is finite for almost every r A ½r1=2; r1.
Given the conditions of the lemma, Rellich’s theorem yields that uk converges
strongly to u0 in LnðBr1ðx0Þ;NÞ. This means that ~uk converges strongly to ~u0 in
LnðBr1ð0Þ;NÞ, i.e. there holds:
ð r1
0
ð
S n1
dNð~ukðroÞ; ~u0ðroÞÞnrn1 do dr ! 0 as k !y:
We can mimic the above calculation to show that
lim
k!y
ð
S n1
dNð~ukðroÞ; ~u0ðroÞÞn do ¼ 0
for almost every r A ½r1=2; r1.
In particular, recalling that ~u0ðr Þ1 ~jðr Þ for r su‰ciently close to r1, we can find r
arbitrarily close to r1 and a subsequence—again denoted by fukg—for which there
holds:
L <y; lim
k!y
dk ¼ 0 and ~u0ðr Þ1 ~jðr Þ;ð4-1Þ
where here
L ¼ sup
 Ð
S n1
jD~u0ðroÞjn doþ sup
k
Ð
S n1
jD~ukðroÞjn do
	1=n
; 1


and
dk ¼
 Ð
S n1
dNð~ukðroÞ; ~u0ðroÞÞn do
	1=n
:
We now fix p A ðn 1; nÞ, and set hkðoÞ ¼ dNð~ukðroÞ; ~jðroÞÞn=p. In view of (4-1) we
see:
ð
S n1
h
p
k do ! 0 as k !y:
Further there holds, using Ho¨lder’s inequality:
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ð4-2Þ
 Ð
S n1
jDtanhkjp do
	1=p
a c3
 Ð
S n1
dNð~ukðroÞ; ~jðroÞÞnpðjDtan~ukðroÞjp þ jDtan ~jðroÞjpÞ do
	1=p
a c4
 Ð
S n1
dNð~ukðroÞ; ~jðroÞÞn do
	ðnpÞ=ðnpÞ

 Ð
S n1
ðjDtan~ukðroÞjn þ jDtan ~jðroÞjnÞ do
	1=n
a c4Ld
ðnpÞ=p
k ;
where here c3 and c4 are constants depending only on n, p and LipN . In particular,
the last two estimates show that hk is in W
1;pðSn1Þ. Combining Lemma 3.3 with
(4-2), we see that for any two points o1;o2 A Sn1 there holds:
jhkðo1Þ  hkðo2ÞjaCM
 Ð
S n1
jDtanhkjp do
	1=p
aCMc4Ld
ðnpÞ=p
k :ð4-3Þ
We further obtain via Ho¨lder’s inequality:
inf
S n1
jhkðoÞja
 Ð
S n1
h
p
k do
	1=p
¼ ðnanÞ1=pdn=pk :ð4-4Þ
Combining (4-3) and (4-4) we see for k su‰ciently large supS n1 hka c5Ld
n=p1
k ,
where c5 ¼ maxfðnanÞ1=p;CMc4g. In view of (4-1), this yields
sup
o AS n1
dNð~ukðroÞ; ~jðroÞÞa cp=n5 Lp=nd1p=nkð4-5Þ
for all k su‰ciently large. In particular this means that the maps f ~wkg, where
~wkðroÞ ¼
~j
ro
1 dk
 
: ra rð1 dkÞ
g~jðroÞ; ~ukðroÞ d
1
k
r
r
 1þ dk
  
: rð1 dkÞ < ra r
~ukðroÞ : r < r < r1
8><
>:
are well-defined maps in W 1;nðBr1ð0Þ;NÞ, where here g~jðroÞ; ~ukðroÞ denotes the
unique geodesic between ~jðroÞ and ~ukðroÞ parametrized proportionally to arc length
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(the uniqueness following immediately from (4-5)), r denotes jxj and o denotes
x=jxj A Sn1. Explicitely, we have:
g~jðroÞ; ~ukðroÞ ¼ exp~jðroÞ d1k
r
r
 1þ dk
  
ðexp~jðroÞÞ1ð~ukðroÞÞ
 
:
In order to calculate the energy of ~w on Br1ð0Þ we begin by noting that the confor-
mality of E yields:
Eð ~wk;Bð1 dkÞrð0ÞÞ ¼ Eð~j;Brð0ÞÞ:
We next observe:
Eð ~wk;Brð0ÞnBð1 dkÞrð0ÞÞ
¼
ð r
ð1 dkÞr
ð
S n1
q~u
qr
ðroÞ


2
þ 1
r2
jDtan~uðroÞj2
 !n=2
rn1 do dr
a 2n=2dk þ 2ð5n4Þ=2Ln logð1=ð1 dkÞÞ
for k su‰ciently large, where here we have used Lemma 3.1. Combining the last two
estimates we have, for k su‰ciently large:
Eð ~wk;Brð0ÞÞ ¼ Eð~j;Brð0ÞÞ þ oðdkÞ:
Since ~wk ¼ ~uk on qBrð0Þ, we can define a continuous map from Sn into N via:
UkðxÞ ¼
~urkðSenþ1ðxÞÞ : xnþ1b 0
~wrkðSenþ1ðxÞÞ : xnþ1 < 0;

where here the maps ~urk and ~w
r
k : B1ð0Þ ! N are defined by ~urkðxÞ ¼ ~ukðrxÞ, ~wrkðxÞ ¼
~wkðrxÞ, and Sx0 : Sn ! Rn denotes stereographic projection through the point x0.
Because of the conformality of stereographic projection and dilation we thus have the
existence of k0 for which, for all k > k0, there holds:
ð
S n
jDUkjn dvolS naEð ~wk;Brð0ÞÞ þ Eð~j;Brð0ÞÞ þ oðdkÞ < e0 þ oðdkÞ:ð4-6Þ
Now define a family of maps fvkgk>k0 : M ! N via:
vkðxÞ ¼
ukðxÞ : x AMnBr1ðx0Þ
~wk  exp1x0 ðxÞ : x A Br1ðx0Þ:

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In view of (4-6) and Lemma 4.1 each vk is in a, and in view of the minimality of u
0,
we have
ð4-7Þ
ð
Br1 ðx0Þ
jDu0jn dvolMa lim inf
k!y
ð
Br1 ðx0Þ
jDvkjn dvolM
a lim sup
k!y
ð
Br1 ðx0Þ
jDð ~wk  exp1x0 Þj
n
dvolM
¼
ð
Br1 ðx0Þ
jDð~j  exp1x0 Þj
n
dvolM
¼
ð
Br1 ðx0Þ
jDjjn dvolM :
In particular the choice j ¼ u0 means that the inequalities in (4-7) must be equalities,
and the fact that fukg is a minimizing sequence thus yields
ð
Brðx0Þ
jDu0jn dvolM ¼ lim inf
k!y
ð
Brðx0Þ
jDukjn dvolM :
Combined with the weak convergence of uk to u
0, this yields the desired strong con-
vergence after passing to a further subsequence. By the uniqueness of the weak limit,
this must hold for the original sequence fukg.
From (4-7) we further infer
ð
Bsðx0Þ
jDu0jn dvolMa
ð
Bsðx0Þ
jDjjn dvolM
for j AW 1;nðM;NÞ such that dNðu0; jÞ AW 1;n0 ðBsðx0ÞÞ and
Ð
Bsðx0Þ jDjj
n
dvolM <
1
4 e0. For admissable j AW
1;nðM;NÞ such that Ð
Bsðx0Þ jDjj
n
dvolMb
1
4 e0 the inequal-
ity is obvious, meaning that we have established that u0 is locally energy minimizing.
r
We close this section with two corollaries of the last result. The first, simple result
is that the set of points where the convergence of the minimizing sequence fails to be
(locally) strong, i.e. the set of concentration points, is a finite set.
Corollary 4.3. Let fukg be the minimizing sequence in a considered in Theorem 2.2,
which converges weakly in W 1;nðM;NÞ to a map u0. Define S by
S ¼ x AM j there exists no s with lim sup
k!y
Eðuk;BsðxÞÞ < 1
4
e0
 

:
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Then S is a finite set: indeed the cardinality of S can be bounded above by a constant
depending only on a and e0.
Proof. We have (by the monotonicity of the energy integral):
S ¼ x AM j lim inf
s>0
lim sup
k!y
Eðuk;BsðxÞÞb 1
4
e0
 

:
Choose l points fx1; . . . ; xlg in S, and disjoint balls fBs1ðx1Þ; . . . ;Bsl ðxlÞg in M.
Given that fukg is a minimizing sequence, we have EðukÞa 2EðaÞ þ 1 for all k suf-
ficiently large. For such k we have
EðukÞb
Pl
i¼1
Eðuk;BsiðxiÞÞb
1
4
le0
meaning that la 4
e0
ð2EðaÞ þ 1Þ, which is the desired result. r
The second result is a regularity result for the weak limit u0.
Corollary 4.4. The minimizer u0 AW 1;nðM;NÞ considered in Lemma 4.2 is of class
C1;m for some m > 0.
Proof. From Lemma 4.2, u0 is a local minimizer of E on MnS. From Corollary 2.6
and Corollary 3.3 of [8] we can infer that u0 A C1;mðMnS;NÞ for some m > 0. We
can thus apply [3, Theorem] (respectively [14, Theorem 3.6] in the case n ¼ 2) to draw
the desired conclusion. r
5 Lower semicontinuity
Lemma 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 there exists a finite number L of
mappings V j : Sn ! N such that
Eðu0Þ þ
PL
j¼1
EðV jÞa lim inf
k!y
EðukÞ;ð5-1Þ
and such that f½u0; ½V 1; . . . ; ½VLg is a decomposition of a.
Proof. Let S ¼ fx1; . . . ; xlg be the set of concentration points of a minimal sequence
uk : M ! N, ½uk ¼ a A ½M;N which converges weakly to u0 in W 1;nðM;NÞ. Then
we have from the Rellich compactness theorem and Corollary 4.3:
uk ! u0 in LnðM;NÞð5-2Þ
Duk ! Du0 in LnlocðMnS;NÞ:ð5-3Þ
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We consider a sequence of radii rk & 0 with rk < min i0 j 116 dMðxi; xjÞ (we will impose
further restrictions on the rk later in the proof ). For any fixed k A N the balls fBrk ðxiÞ :
xi ASg are pairwise disjoint. By Lemma 3.2, for every concentration point xi we can
find a radius ~rik A ðr2k ; rkÞ such that the map
~uikð~rik Þ ¼ uk  expxið~rik Þ : TxiMISn1 ! N
satisfies
ð
S n1
jDtan~uikð~rikoÞjn doa
2
logð1=rkÞ
ð
M
jDukjn dvolM :ð5-4Þ
We further assume rk < min
1
4 r0; expð2ð4CM=r0Þn
Ð
M
jDukjn dvolMÞ
 
, with r0 as
given in (3-3). In view of (3-8) the n-mean value pik of o 7! ~uikð~rikoÞ fulfills
dNð~uikð~rikoÞ; pikÞ <
1
4
r0ð5-5Þ
for any o A Sn1HTxiM. In view of (5-5) the following geodesically constructed
maps ~vik : TxiMIB4~r ik ð0Þ ! N with 4~r
i
ka 4rkamin r0;mini0 j
1
4 d
Mðxi; xjÞ
 
are well
defined:
~vikðroÞ ¼
~uikðroÞ : r < ~rik
exppi
k
2 r
~r i
k
 
exp1
p i
k
 ~uikð~rikoÞ
 
: ~rika r < 2~r
i
k
exppi
k
r
~r i
k
 2
 
exp1
p i
k
 ~uikð~rikoÞ
 
: 2~rika r < 3~r
i
k
~uik 3
r
~r i
k
 8
 
~riko
 
: 3~rika r < 4~r
i
k:
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
Finally define a map vk : M ! N via
vkðxÞ ¼
~vik  ðexpxiÞ1 : x A B4~r ik ðxiÞ
ukðxÞ : x AM n
Sl
i¼1
B4~r i
k
ðxiÞ:
8><
>:
The n-energy of vk on B~r i
k
ðxiÞ is given by
ð
B
~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDvkjn dvolM ¼
ð
B
~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolMð5-6Þ
and, from (3-5) and Lemma 3.1 (applied with jðrÞ ¼ 2 r=~rik, C1 pik and
F ¼ ~uikð~rik Þ) we can estimate Eðvk;B2~r ik ðxiÞnB~r ik ðxiÞÞ by
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ð
B
2~r i
k
ðxiÞnB~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDvkjn dvolMa 2
ð
B
2~r i
k
ð0ÞnB
~r i
k
ð0Þ
jD~vikjn dx
a 23n=2
ð 2~r i
k
~r i
k
1
r
ð
S n1
ðdNð~uikð~rikoÞ; pikÞn þ jDtan~uikð~rikoÞjnÞ do dr:
Here we have used ra 2~rik, (3-3), the monotonicity of t 7! sinh tsin t on ð0; pÞ and
the inequality
sinhðp=8Þ
sinðp=8Þ < 2. Therefore, by (3-8) and (5-4) we obtain a constant
c6 ¼ c6ðn;NÞ such that (with an analogous computation of the n-energy on
B3~r i
k
ðxiÞnB2~r i
k
ðxiÞ and with c7 ¼ c7ðn;NÞ) there holds:
ð
B
2~r i
k
ðxiÞnB~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDvkjn dvolMa c6
logð1=rkÞ
ð
Brk ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM ;ð5-7Þ
ð
B
3~r i
k
ðxiÞnB2~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDvkjn dvolMa c7
logð1=rkÞ
ð
Brk ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM :ð5-8Þ
Finally we estimate the n-energy of vk on each annulus B4~r i
k
ðxiÞnB3~r i
k
ðxiÞ. For this
purpose we set F~rðxÞ ¼ 3 8~rjxj
 
x, and note F1~r ðyÞ ¼ 13þ 8~r3jyj
 
y. Writing F for F~r i
k
,
we see:
ð
B
4~r i
k
ð0ÞnB
3~r i
k
ð0Þ
jD~vikjn dLn ¼
ð
B
4~r i
k
ð0ÞnB
3~r i
k
ð0Þ
jDð~uik  FÞjn dLn
a c8
ð
B
4~r i
k
ð0ÞnB
~r i
k
ð0Þ
jD~uikjn dLn
where c8 ¼ c8ðnÞ ¼ supy AB
4~r i
k
ð0ÞnB
~r i
k
ð0ÞjF 0ðF1ðyÞÞjn JF1ðyÞ. From (3-5) we see
ð5-9Þ
ð
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞnB3~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDvkjn dvolMa 4c8
ð
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞnB~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM
a 2nþ1c8
ð
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞnB~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDuk Du0jn dvolM þ 2nþ1c8
ð
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDu0jn dvolM :
We consider a further restriction on the sequence rk in that we require
ð
M n
Sl
i¼1
B
r2
k
ðxiÞ
jDuk Du0jn dvolMa 1
k
;ð5-10Þ
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this is realizable in view of (5-3). Since u0 A C 1;mðM;NÞ by Corollary 4.4 we have
ð
Sl
i¼1
B4rk ðxiÞ
jDu0jn dvolMa sup
M
jDu0jPl
i¼1
volMðB4rk ðxiÞÞ ¼ oðkÞ:ð5-11Þ
Now we set Wk ¼
S l
i¼1 B2~r ik ðxiÞ. We infer, by combining (5-8), (5-9), (5-10) and (5-11):
ð5-12Þ
ð
MnWk
jDvkjn dvolM
a
ð
Mn
S
i
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM þ 8c8
k
þ c7
logð1=rkÞ
ð
M
jDukjn dvolM
¼
ð
Mn
S
i
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM þ oðkÞ:
Combining (5-6) and (5-7) we see:
ð5-13Þ
ð
Wk
jDvkjn dvolMa
ð
S
i
B
~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM þ c6
logð1=rkÞ
ð
M
jDukjn dvolM
¼
ð
S
i
B
4~r i
k
ðxiÞ
jDukjn dvolM þ oðkÞ:
We now define families of maps fV ik g from Sn to N via:
V ik ðxÞ ¼
~vikðSenþ1ðxÞÞ : x A S1enþ1B2~r ik ð0Þ
pik : x B S
1
enþ1B2~r ik ð0Þ:
(
Consider a fixed i in f1; . . . ; lg. The maps fV ik g are all in the same homotopy class.
Further we see from (5-12) and (5-13) that fV ik g is a minimizing sequence for the con-
formal energy (on Sn) in this homotopy class. After extracting a weakly convergent
subsequence fV ik 0 g which is weakly convergent to some map V i we can apply the
above arguments (with M replaced by Sn) to obtain the existence of a finite set of
concentration points fxi;1; . . . ; xi; lðiÞg, and corresponding families of maps from Sn to
N, fV i;1k 0 ; . . . ;V i; lðiÞk 0 g, and the above arguments can then be iterated on appropriately
chosen geodesic balls in Sn. Since Eðu0Þ is finite and e0 is positive, this process must
terminate after a finite number of iterations.
From the construction of vik we see that f½u0; ½V 1k ; . . . ; ½V lk g is a decomposition of
a for every k. Via the iterative procedure discussed in the preceding paragraph, after
passing to a subsequence we can further decompose each ½V ik 0  into f½V i; ½V i;1k 0 ; . . . ;
½V i; lðiÞk 0 g; again this procedure will only need to be iterated at most a finite number of
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times. From (5-12) and (5-13) (and their iterated analogues on Sn) we obtain the
desired energy inequality (5-1). r
We remark here that the decomposition of the fV ik g’s given at the end of the proof
also follows from [4, Theorem 2].
6 A decomposition lemma
Lemma 6.1. Let a be a given homotopy class of maps from M to N, and consider
a0 A ½M;N and s1; . . . ; s l A pnðNÞ such that fa0; s1; . . . ; s lg is a decomposition of a.
Then there holds:
EðaÞaEða0Þ þ
Pl
i¼1
Eðs iÞ:
Proof.Without loss of generality we assume 0 < Eða0Þ <y and 0 < Eðs iÞ <y for
all i, 1a ia l. Then, by the definition of a decomposition, there exist maps u0 :
ðM; x0Þ ! ðN; pÞ with 7u08 ¼ ~a0 A ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ and V i : ðSn;enþ1Þ ! ðN; pÞ
with 7V i8 ¼ ~s i A pnðN; pÞ such thatFð~a0Þ ¼ a0, Ið~s iÞ ¼ s i andFðð~s1 þ    þ ~s lÞ ?
~a0Þ ¼ a.
Let e A ð0; r0=2Þ be given.
Claim 1. There exists a positive radius re <
ffiffi
e
p
and a Lipschitz continuous mapping
w0e which is homotopic to u
0 in ½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ with w0e ðxÞ1 p on Br2e ðx0Þ and such
that
Eðw0e ÞaEða0Þ þ 5e:
Proof of Claim 1. We can find a smooth mapping v0e : M ! N, with ½v0e  ¼ a0 and
such that
Eðv0e ÞaEða0Þ þ e:ð6-1Þ
We set p0e ¼ v0e ðx0Þ, and consider a homotopy H 0e : M  ½0; 1 ! N such that
H 0e ð ; 0Þ ¼ v0e and H 0e ð ; 1Þ ¼ u0. We can obtain paths g^0e ðsÞ ¼ H 0e ðx0; sÞ from
g^0e ð0Þ ¼ p0e to g^0e ð1Þ ¼ p.
Let g0e be a geodesic parametrized proportionally to arc length with the same initial
and end points as g^0e , which is homotopic to g^
0
e and with finite length l
0
e . By the
smoothness of v0e we can find a radius re, 0 < re <
ffiffi
e
p
such that
dNðv0e ðxÞ; p0e Þa r0 for any x A B2reðx0Þ:ð6-2Þ
We define ~v0e ¼ v0e  expx0 . From (6-2) we see that the N-valued map ~w0e given in
polar coordinates by
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~w0e ðroÞ ¼ expp0e
r
re
 1
 
exp1p0e  ~v
0
e ð2reoÞ
 
is well defined on B2reð0ÞnBreð0ÞHTx0M. Moreover, by the smoothness of v0e we can
ensure (by decreasing re if necessary):ð
B2re ð0ÞnBre ð0Þ
jD ~w0e j dLn < e andð6-3Þ
Hn1ðSn1Þðl0e Þn
ðlog 1=reÞn1
< e:ð6-4Þ
We now define a map w0e : M ! N by
w0e ðxÞ :¼
v0e ðxÞ : x AMnB2reðx0Þ
~w0e  exp1x0 ðxÞ : x A B2reðx0ÞnBreðx0Þ
g0e
log d M ðx;x0Þ=re
log re
 
: x A Breðx0ÞnBr2e ðx0Þ
p : x A Br2e ðx0Þ
8>>><
>>>:
ð6-5Þ
Then we have by (3-5) and (6-4) and noting that w0e 1 p on Br2e ðx0Þ, and that jðg0e Þ
0j
is constant (with value l 0e ), since g
0
e is parametrized proportionally to arc length:ð
Bre ðx0Þ
jDw0e jn dvolMa 2
ð
Bre ð0Þ
jDðw0e  expx0Þjn dLn
¼ 2H
n1ðSn1Þðl0e Þn
ðlog 1=reÞn1
< 2e:
On B2reðx0ÞnBreðx0Þ we see from (6-3):
Ð
B2re ðx0ÞnBre ðx0Þ jDw
0
e jn dvolMa 2e. Therefore we
conclude, keeping in mind (6-1)
Eðw0e ÞaEðv0e Þ þ 4eaEða0Þ þ 5e:ð6-6Þ
To finish the proof of the claim we need to show that w0e is homotopic to u
0 in
½ðM; x0Þ; ðN; pÞ. We begin by defining a Lipschitz-continuous map ce : M ! M via
ceðxÞ ¼
x : dMðx; x0Þb 2re
expx0ð2ðdMðx; x0Þ  reÞoÞ : rea dMðx; x0Þ < 2re
x0 : d
Mðx; x0Þ < re;
8><
>:
where here o is the angular component of exp1x0 ðxÞ in Tx0M, i.e. o ¼ exp1x0 ðxÞ=jexp1x0 ðxÞj. We then contruct a homotopy H^ 0e on the annulus B2reðx0ÞnBreðx0Þ with
H^ 0e ð ; 0Þ ¼ w0e via:
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H^ 0e ðx; sÞ ¼ expp0e ðð1 sÞ exp1p0e  w
0
e ðxÞ þ s exp1p0e  v
0
e  ceðxÞÞ:
Note that, in view of (6-2), H^ 0e is well defined for d
Mðx; x0Þ A ½re; 2re and s A ½0; 1.
We can hence define a map v^0e : M ! N which is homotopic to w0e (here we use the
fact that g^0e is homotopic to g
0
e with same initial and endpoints):
v^0e ðxÞ ¼
v0e ðxÞ : dMðx; x0Þ > 2re
v0e  cðxÞ : re < dMðx; x0Þa 2re
g^0e
logðdM ðx;x0Þ=reÞ
log re
 
: r2e < d
Mðx; x0Þa re
p : dMðx; x0Þa r2e :
8>>><
>>>:
Finally, we can construct a homotopy ~H 0e between u
0
e  ce and w0e via:
~H 0e ðx; sÞ ¼
H 0e ðceðxÞ; sÞ : dMðx; x0Þ > re
g^0e ð1 sÞ logðd
M ðx;x0Þ=reÞ
log re
þ s
 
: r2e < d
Mðx; x0Þa re
p : dMðx; x0Þa r2e :
8><
>:
This proves Claim 1 since v0e  ce is homotopic to v0e , and hence to u0, in ½ðM; x0Þ;
ðN; pÞ.
We can replace M by Sn in the proof of Claim 1 to establish:
Claim 2. For any 1a ia l there exists a Lipschitz continuous map W ie homotopic to
V i in pnðN; pÞ with W ie ðxÞ1 p on Br2e ðenþ1Þ and
EðW ie ÞaEðs iÞ þ 5e:
For 1a ia l we now choose pairwise disjoint balls BriðxiÞHBr2e ðx0Þnfx0g and con-
formal mappings hi : Sn ! Sn such that W ie  hi1 p on SnnBriðenþ1Þ. with
EðW ie Þ ¼ EðW ie  hiÞ:ð6-7Þ
Next we define Fi ¼ expenþ1  exp1xi : BriðxiÞ ! Briðenþ1Þ: Since jD expenþ1ðuÞvjajvj for juj < p (the norm here being the norm induced by the canonical metric on Sn),
we have by (3-2) for re su‰ciently small:
jDFiðxÞwj ¼ jDðexpenþ1  ðexpxiÞ1ÞðxÞwja jDðexp1x0 ðxÞÞwja ð1þ kr2i Þjwj
which implies in particular:
jDFiðxÞja 1þ kr2i a 1þ kr4e a 1þ ke2ð6-8Þ
for x A BriðxiÞ. Finally, we define a map
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weðxÞ ¼
w0e : x AMnBr2e ðx0Þ
p : x A Br2e ðx0Þn
Sl
i¼1
BriðxiÞ
W ie  hi  f i : x A BriðxiÞ:
8>>><
>>:
Then, by Claim 1, Claim 2, (6-7) and (6-8) we have ½we ¼ a and
EðweÞ ¼ Eðw0e Þ þ
Pl
i¼1
EðW ie  hi F iÞaEðw0e Þ þ
Pl
i¼1
ð1þ ke2ÞnEðW ie Þ
aEða0Þ þ 5eþ ð1þ ke2Þn
Pl
i¼1
Eðs iÞ þ 5e
 
¼ Eða0Þ þ
Pl
i¼1
Eðs iÞ þ oðeÞ:
This proves the lemma. r
7 Proof of the main theorem
Proof of Theorem 2.2. From Lemma 5.1 we obtain the existence of a finite number of
maps from Sn to N, fV 1; . . . ;VLg, such that f½u0; ½V 1; . . . ; ½VLg is a decomposi-
tion of a. We have the chain of inequalities
EðaÞaEð½u0Þ þ
PL
i¼1
Eð½V iÞaEðu0Þ þ
PL
i¼1
EðV iÞa lim inf
k!y
EðukÞ ¼ EðaÞ;
where we used Lemma 6.1 for the first inequality, and (5-1) for the last inequality.
Thus we must have equality at each step, which completes the proof. r
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